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Statistics first, because we want to know why we should care.
GOOGLE ANALYTICS

Spring 2017 Semester

• 8.92% of sessions
• 9.8% of page views
• 16.5% less bounces

The referral from Spring Share is

yourinstitution.libapps.com
CONNECTIONS - 205

Guides
• 59 Name-Value Pairs, on 34 guides
• 123 total published guides
• 27% of published guides linked

Subjects
• 146 Name-Value Pairs, on 82 subjects
• 92 total subjects
• There are subjects used only by guide owners

Advice: Have an excellent default guide.
ADMINISTRATION

CANVAS LINK
CANVAS ADMIN

Needs 4 settings found on...
LibApps > Admin Menu > LTI Tool Builder

Page contains 6 tabs...
• Choose LTI Automagic
• Expand last section, LTI Automagic Tool Configuration Details

Tip: Ask for the navigation menu to be on by default.
GUIDE CONTROL

The method behind the magic plus implementation.
CONNECTING THE CLASS AND THE GUIDE

- a particular section only: GWSS 105 B
- a particular course only: GWSS 105
- all courses in the topic: GWSS
Let’s see the software, because live is better.
ANY SUFFICIENTLY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY IS INDISTINGUISHABLE FROM MAGIC.
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